For a bounded linear operator T from an L p to an L q space (1 < p, q < oo), we study its norming vectors^ i.e. those, including the zero vector, on which T attains its norm. The scalar field may be the reals or the complex numbers. Our first two main results are the characterization of the set of norming vectors for a positive T when both p > 1 and either (i) p = q or (ii) p > q. The descriptions may not hold if T is not positive, but they do in modified forms if |Γ| exists with norm ||Γ||. We also prove that if p > q and one of the two underlying measures is purely atomic, then every regular T is norm-attaining. Sufficient conditions for T (of norm 1) to be an extreme contraction in the case p > q > 1 are derived from properties of its norming vectors. All results extend to the case of quaternion scalars with little change of the proofs.
Introduction. Generic patterns of distribution of norming vectors of elements of the Banach space -S*(E, F) of bounded operators
from E = L p to F = L q reflect the geometric structure of the unit ball of -S*(E, F), including its extremal aspect. (On this aspect, [10] contains other results.) Our investigation reveals that these patterns are different for different regions of (p, q), broadly delimited by p = q, p = 2 and q = 2, but are also affected by assumption of positivity on the operator and sometimes the scalars used. The aforementioned result for p = q > 1 in the abstract is of particular interest. The characterization therein (Theorem 3.4) is analogous to those of several operator-related subsets 5? of Banach or function spaces. These include the two cases S? = the range of a contractive projection (positive if p = 2) on E = L p , 0 < p < oo [1, Theorem 2] , [22, Theorem 6] , [3, , and & = the convergence set {/: T n f -• / in norm} for a net of contractions {T n } on E = L p , 1 < p < oo, p Φ 2 [2, Theorem 2.5]. In our result (Theorem 3.4) and these others, & is a subspace of E isometrically isomorphic to another L p space over essentially a measure subspace of the underlying one, with a change of scale. When p > 1, Bernau [2] characterizes <9" also as a subspace V of E for which /, g e V => \f\ sgng e V. Scheffold [21] extended this notion to the case E = a real Banach lattice with 309 order continuous norm. Under some additional assumptions on the norm of E (which are satisfied if E = L p , 1 < p < oo) he proved that the following are such subspaces: (a) Ker(/ -T) for a regular operator T on E for which | T\ is contractive; (b) the convergence set for a sequence of regular operators T n on E, where each \T n \ is a contraction. More recently Hardin [5, Theorem 4.2 and Remark (ii)] proved that an isometry on a linear subspace W of an L p space to another, when 0 < p < oo and /?^2,4,6,..., extends to one on a subspace of the above type generated by W see also [19, Theorem 1.4] and [15, Proposition 1] for the complex case.
We note that for finite dimensional non-negative matrices T, Koskela in different formulations ( [13] , Lemma 1 and Theorem 2 for p > q, and Theorems 7-8 for p = q) and by proofs different from ours essentially obtained our characterizations (Theorems 3.4 and 4.1 (a)) when they are restricted to ^* + (Γ). I am very grateful to the referee, whose comments greatly help improve the presentation of the material in this paper.
Decomposition system of an operator.
In this paper we only consider underlying measure spaces that are direct unions of finite ones. This does not entail any loss of generality [14, Corollary to Theorem 15.3], [10, p. 615]. An advantage in this case is that the associated measure algebras are complete Boolean algebras, a convenience for formulating concepts and describing properties, e.g. in Theorem 2.1.
In the sequel let 1 < /?, q < oo, and let E = L P (X, &, μ) and F = L q (Y, &, v) be the usual Lebesgue spaces. Norms in E, F, etc. are all denoted by || || as no confusion seems likely. Let A e 9~. Define E^ = {/ e E: supp/ c A}, where supp/ = {/ Φ 0}, the support of /. For any function /on (X, μ) (or even one defined only on (A, μ)), let f A = / on A, and 0 on A c , the complement of A. Given T G -2*(E, F), we define the decomposition system for T to be
f(T) = {Ae^:
\Tf\ Λ\Tg\ = 0\/feE A and\/g eE A c}.
When ^{T) = &, T is said to be disjunctive (or Lamperti in [8] ).
Define o(T) = sup{Λ € 9*: Then:
&\T) = f(T) ΓΊ s(T).
Proof, (a) The norms in E and F being /?-additive this holds for simple whence general θ.
(b) We may assume ||Γ|| = \\g\\ = 1. For any scalar t > 0,
+ by Lemma 3.1. Integrate both ends of (3.2) with respect to t p~2 dt over (0, oo) and interchange the order of integration. We get c||Γ^||
As g e J^iT), equality holds here, whence also in (3.2) for all t > 0, as the integrals shown are continuous in t. As such scalars t > 0 are co-countable and so dense in (0, oo), the conclusion follows. Proof. If f e JV{P), then applying Lemma 3.1 with T = P to / and to Pf, we get / = Pf. So jr{P) c Ker(7 -P). Equality follows. The rest follows from properties of conditional expectation operators and from P being, essentially, unitarily equivalent with one of them through a multiplication operator [1, 3] , in our setting with the underlying measure space being a direct sum of finite ones. 
Norming vectors: oo >
p > q > 1.
Proof, (a) By Lemma 3.2, there is an f e Jf+(T) with support s(T). Further, if 0 φ h e Jf(T)
, then g = \h\ e jr+{T) and θ = sgn A has support s(Γ) and is ^'(Γ)-measurable. We show that g = cf for a scalar c > 0, and thus h = θg is in the prescribed set. We may assume ||Γ|| = ||/|| = 1 = ||Γ/||. 
yK(P) = Ker(7 -P) = {ξf e E: ξ is 9[-measurable}.
Define Tg = (//||/||) /7/^"1 / )^ (g € E). The rest follows; cf. part (a), Case (2).
An n-dimensional l p space (on counting measure) is denoted by l
THEOREM 4.2. Let OφTe -S*(E+, F+). Then Js+(T) is a closed convex cone ifoo>p>q>l.It may not be so if 1 < p < q < oo, even when ^f(T)\{0}
is a singleton. 
Norming vectors of regular operators. An operator T e -S*(E, F) is regular if it has a linear modulus \T\

) holds for an f eyV(T) with support s(T).
Proof. As \Tf\ < \T\\f\ 9 we have equality._So \f\ e â nd by Lemma 2. Here B< = {t\Tg\ < \Tf\} and ψ t = \Tf\«-{\Tf\-t\Tg\)«. Observe In the proof below the analysis is similar to the case oo > p = q > 2 given in [11, §2] . 
y, t(bx-ay)) has norm 1 and also has two distinct directions of isometry, one of which is (a, b). Moreover, t(a) is continuous in a.
Proof. For r > 0 and \ζ\ = 1, define /(r, C) = Φ p~x , -a^" 1 ) + rf(α, Z>). Then for a given positive ί, ||τ/(r, C)||« = ||(rC, 011^ = r« + t q . Since ||(α, *)|| = 1 = ||τ(α, Z?)||, we have ||τ|| = 1 provided Δ = ||/(r, C)||« -r<t > t<*. Equality must hold for some (r, ζ) in order that τ be isometric in another direction. The problem therefore is equivalent to proving that min{Δ: r > 0, \ζ\ = 1} exists, lies in (0, 1) and is continuous in a t(a) then is (minΔ) 1 /^ and is unique. When q = 2, let t = {abyl 2 -χ . Then
